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Hello!
As we slowly peek out from under a blurry and challenging winter, the hopefulness
of spring will be undeterred, like our many spring flowers already budding in
promise of sunnier days. In this issue, we focus on the community. Women’s History
Month is highlighted by KBR. 1SG (Ret) Rigby reminds us of past objectives not to
be forgotten. COL Noble shares with us how to honor people even during such
restricted times. CPT McHaney gives us insight into how career development shapes
the mission. CPT Farrell analyzes the management of resources by commanders.
As always, we are a witness to how technology is infused and saturated into every
aspect of life. 1LT Lee shows us how invaluable digitalization is and will be for
missions. We are fortunate to have an article from Ms. Bradford about HoloLens
program which is the direction of the Army in the future. CPT Prouty often
understated but nevertheless, important water table range.
From USACE – the Tulsa district shares fire training, Walla Walla District and New
England District demonstrates how USACE fits into a multi-agency national
coordination, and the New York District embarks on an overarching environmental
restoration program.
Best,

Linda S. Mitchell, Editor
Army Engineer Magazine

COVER PHOTO
Natural Resource Specialist Ms. Ashley Novar from the Keystone Lake
Office operates a drip torch during prescribed burn training. Photo by Mr.
Preston Chasteen.

PHOTOS
The stack standing next to a domed building that is part of the
decommissioned High Flux Beam Reactor Brookhaven National
Laboratory. Photo courtesy of USACE. A contractor for the USACE in
Puerto Rico works on the first install of a first Blue Roof on the Multy
Medical Facilities in San Juan, PR. Photo by Ms. Brigida Sanchez.
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Good news from Fort Leonard Wood, as we look to small
indications that things will be back to normal operations
soon. The FLW Museum is currently undergoing
renovations to upgrade the Museum HVAC systems. As
a result, the AEA Regimental store has been relocated to
the Engineer Regimental Room.
The Museum is now
open to ID card holders. Areas of the Museum will open
and close periodically during the renovation to allow the
contractor access to portions of the building for the
renovations. It is anticipated that the AEA Regimental
Store will be displaced for the next 60 days. There will
be other periods that the back patio, the lobby and other
areas of the museum will be affected. The AEA store is
online. Store - Army Engineer AEA Regimental Store.
Stop by and have a look at our updated inventory.
Essayons,
COL (Ret) Dave Theisen, EN
Army Engineer Association
Executive Director
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Women, Peace, and Security
How KBR Cultivates Female
Engagement Around the Globe
Ms. Malala Yousafzai,
Pakistani activist for female
education and the youngest
Nobel Prize laureate, once said,
“We cannot all succeed when half
of us are held back.” Known for
speaking openly in the Middle
East on behalf of girls and their
right to learn, Ms. Yousafzai was thrust into the
international spotlight in 2012 when the Taliban
famously boarded her school bus and shot her pointblank in the head. Her story has become just one
example of how women’s empowerment in conflictprone environments can change the world.
KBR is proud to combat these issues with its
safety and social sustainability efforts around the
globe, supporting the belief that the involvement of
women makes a crucial difference in achieving peace
and security.
After many months of engaging, training,
and participating in the International Stability
Operations Association’s Women, Peace and Security
program, KBR has become one of the first companies
to be fully certified by ISOA, a significant achievement
underscored by its culture of Zero Harm.
This certification is also tied to the Global
Fragility Act of 2019, which requires the U.S.
government – in collaboration with civil societies – to
develop a 10-year strategy to enhance stability and
reduce violence and fragility globally. As a company
standing behind the most critical missions of the U.S.
government in overseas locations, KBR is committed
to bringing the WPS principles of inclusion, support,
and engagement to women of the nations where it
operates.
KBR holds contracts and supports
communities around the world where inadequate
education impacts the overall success of the people
and the economy. KBR combats this problem by hiring
host-nation female employees in conflict zones, like
Kosovo, as well as making every effort to encourage
their training, education, and career advancement.
These strategies give women a stronger voice both at
work and in their communities, such as Djibouti,
where talented female employees support KBR’s

asset management program at Camp Lemonnier, the
primary base of operations for U.S. Africa Command
in the Horn of Africa. KBR also supports the
prominent American University of Afghanistan
(AUAF). Ms. Ella Studer, Senior Vice President of KBR
Government Solutions, joined the university’s board
of trustees and serves as the second vice chair. She
has gained first-hand knowledge of the struggles
many female Afghan students face with continuing
education and KBR’s affiliation with AUAF is helping
to bridge this gap.
In 2019, KBR sponsored upgrades to the
school’s soccer field, which reinforces classroom
lessons, such as the importance of teamwork,
sportsmanship, and tolerance. It also donated funds
toward female student scholarships and has
continued to sponsor two students annually. Through
these efforts, Afghan women are getting educated
and finding meaningful work in their communities, as
well as positions in Afghan government where their
contributions directly impact long-term peace and
stability in a very fragile nation. “As a female leader,
it is important to help where I can and promote
activities that lift women up,” Ms. Studer said.
Likewise, KBR’s WPS efforts are in direct support of
the company’s social sustainability initiatives, which
focus on five pillars: health, safety, and security;
governance; inclusion and diversity; community
engagement; and risk management. Employees are
encouraged to make lasting social and environmental
changes, both in the ways they do business and live
their personal lives.
Ms. Studer explained that “Identifying and
addressing gender differences and inequalities not
just throughout
After many months of engaging,
our company, but
training, and participating in the
throughout the
world, is one of
International Stability Operations
KBR’s remarkable
Association’s Women, Peace and
values. I am
Security program, KBR became one
proud to work for
of the first companies to be fully
an organization
certified by ISOA, a significant
that truly cares.”
achievement underscored by KBR’s
culture of Zero Harm.

Ms. Ella Studer, Senior VP of KBR Government Solutions, receives the International Stability Operations
Association Lifetime Achievement Award for her accomplishments in stability operations and commitment to the
ISOA organization. Ms. Studer was one of only two who received this prestigious recognition at ISOA's 2019
Achievement Award Ceremony.

KBR Vice President Mr. Mike Flanagan meets 2019’s KBR Scholar, Ms. Susan Azizi, at the American University of
Afghanistan, who began her undergraduate studies last fall. KBR’s scholarship supports her tuition for five full
years.

By 1LT Terry Lee

The introduction of Apple’s iPhone in 2007
sparked an era where technology became
increasingly available to people regardless of
socioeconomic status. As a result, today’s Soldiers
and senior Army leaders have completely different
experiences regarding exposure to technology.
Today’s Soldier, born in the late 1990s and early
2000s, are forever tied to smartphones and devices
introduced early in their youth. In contrast today’s
senior leaders, born in the late 1960s and early
1970s, adapted to the same widespread technology
from analog systems as adults. The experiences of
junior leaders and Soldiers clash with senior leaders
as units adapt to support frequent rotational
deployments and support social change. As the Army
enterprise adjusts to the global environment, it
should embrace modern technology
such as QR codes to improve the
speed and quality of essential
maintenance and supply systems.
Many Army systems, such as
maintenance, are managed using
analog or hardcopy products which
can limit speed and quality of use. For
example,
Army
equipment
maintenance depends on the
technical manual to forecast
readiness and execution of the Army
Command Maintenance Discipline
Program. Operator level inspections
are the first step of equipment
maintenance and executed using the
preventative maintenance checks and
services (PMCS) checklist sourced by
the technical manual. Paperback technical
manuals are required by the equipment basic issue
item (BII) list and inspected during inventory but are
fragile and often cannot endure normal garrison or
field conditions. Accessing technical manuals
virtually requires an Army Enterprise Portal (AESIP)
user account and the Electronic Technical Manual
(ETM) application. The operator level inspection
enables trained and qualified mechanics to focus
final checks and troubleshooting to maintain fully
mission capable status. This system works—but can
benefit from a modern approach that embraces the
techie culture of today’s Soldiers. Smartphone

technology in particular should be leveraged to
adapt maintenance and supply systems.
The Bravo Company, “Barbarians”, of 40th
Brigade Engineer Battalion, 2nd Armored Brigade
Combat Team, 1st Armored Division at Fort Bliss,
Texas associate technical manuals to QR codes,
enabling smartphone access within seconds for
Soldiers. They observed the 101st Airborne Division
Sustainment Brigade using QR codes to maintain
wheeled vehicles, but the Barbarians applied the
same concept to their entire combat engineer fleet
including unique pacing items. The Barbarian QR
Codes work by linking directly to Google Drive links
containing the PMCS portion of the technical
manual. The QR codes are printed on adhesive labels
and placed inside vehicles for operator access and
limited exposure to the
elements. The Barbarians
first created QR codes for
all rolling stock but plan to
create QR codes for
ancillary equipment such
as
communications,
weapons, and chemical
equipment.
The
Barbarians
deployed to Camp Arifjan,
Kuwait in August 2020 in
support of Operation
Spartan Shield (OSS). Their
complex mission included
Theater
Provided
Equipment (TPE), the
organic
fleet,
attached
supporting
elements
and
required a streamlined, effective, and organized
maintenance effort. The Barbarians managed 80
vehicles in three distinct locations; The TPE fleet is
used to sustain the Security Forces South (SECFOR-S)
mission while organic equipment supported all
echelons of collective training and multi-national
training at Camp Buehring’s Udairi Range Complex.
Soldiers frequently alternated between all sites to
support SECFOR-S, organic fleet maintenance, or to
prepare equipment for training. Rotating operators
creates risk due to varying platform experience, but
QR codes enable expedient access to technical
manuals,

40th BEB Soldiers executing HMMWV PMCS (top right photo) and
replacing an M2A3 Bradley engine (middle) Effective maintenance enables effective platforms and combat power.

Bravo Company leaders during OSS at the Port of Shuiaba, Kuwait in November 2020

empowering all Soldiers to execute quality
maintenance and ultimately preserve OSS combat
power.
The primary factor to consider prior to
modernizing maintenance using QR codes or another
form of digital consolidation is security of
information. If Soldiers can access QR Codes via their
smartphones, so can domestic and foreign
contractors and civilians. Access can be limited
through linking QR codes to files stored in the
Commercial Virtual Remote Environment (CVR)
interface of Microsoft Teams, physical accountability
of QR codes in lieu of placing them inside vehicles, or
methods of encryption. Bravo Company’s QR codes
control access to sensitive information through
accessing only the PMCS portion of the technical
manual. Since technical manuals are required for
equipment BII lists, units should maintain the
minimum amount to meet inventory standards.
However, the financial, technological, and functional
benefit of the QR code system greatly outweighs the
benefits of relying on paperback manuals. For steps
on how to implement this QR codes within unit
maintenance programs, refer to the instructions

posted at the following MILSUITE link:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-921970.
Modernizing Army maintenance and supply
systems using QR codes will greatly increase speed
and quality of these processes for Soldiers and
leaders. Imagine an Army where a Division G4
inspects the maintenance status, shortage annex,
service schedule, and hand receipt for unit
equipment in minutes by scanning QR codes using
smartphones. Envision locating lost sensitive items
quickly because unit armorers are able to track items
using last known scan and location tracking. A mass
production strategy will require a Department of
Defense compatible cloud database to store
technical manuals and essential documents, while
making an interface simple enough for unit
maintenance and supply personnel to use.
Modernizing systems this way can save the Army
enterprise millions of dollars through embracing
digital records and accountability while increasing
the ability of units to quickly access and update
information, ultimately improving the capacity to
maintain combat power and deliver lethal effects to
the battlefield.

1LT Terry Lee is the Executive Officer of Bravo Company, 40 th BEB, 2nd ABCT Fort Bliss, TX. He graduated from the United States Military
Academy in 2017, where he commissioned as an Engineer Officer. His military education includes the Engineer Basic Officer Leader Course,
Air Assault School, and the Route Clearance and Reconnaissance Course (R2C2-L). He is a certified Project Management Professional
(PMP) and a 2020 Army Center for Junior Officers (CJO) 30 Under 30 Leader Developer.

U . S . A r m y R e s e rv e
L e a d s t h e Way i n
I n n o va t i v e A p p r o a c h
t o Fac i l i t y R e l at e d
Control Systems
By Ms. Ashley Bradford

hen the nation calls on America’s Army
Reserve, Soldiers rely on a secured
homeland to rapidly mobilize, deploy,
and fulfill their mission. Threats to our homeland’s
security, such as advanced cyberattacks, target Army
Reserve Centers and installations in an attempt to
disrupt utilities and other building control systems to
limit our ability to project combat power. To counter
this threat and strengthen our critical facilities and
infrastructure, the U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) is
piloting an innovative remote facility-related control
systems (FRCS) program that will improve data
security while increasing mission readiness. “FRCS is
comprised of control systems that operate our
facilities and represent a subset of a larger universe
of control systems,” explained COL Daniel Cederman,
who serves as the Director of the Army Reserve
Installation Management Directorate (ARIMD) at the
Office of the Chief, Army Reserve. “We were tasked
by Department of the Army Execution Order (DA
EXORD) 141-18 to inventory, assess, and ultimately
increase security of those control systems at our
facilities across the nation. When the COVID-19
pandemic put a halt on travel for in-person
inspections, we knew we needed to step back and
find a centralized solution to still effectively and
efficiently meet the directive.”
This presented the USAR with a unique
opportunity to devise an innovative approach to
operate “outside of the box” while being good
stewards of taxpayer dollars through the use of
commercial off-the-shelf technology. Leveraging
contract support from Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) through the U.S. Department of
Energy, a first-of-its-kind inventory and assessment
pilot was established. “Our goal for the FRCS pilot is
to develop proof of concept, that if successful, it could
be deployed across the USAR as well as provide a
system that can be used by the U.S. Army and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers amongst other
organizations,” continued PNNL’s Mr. William “Clete”
Schaper, who serves as site resiliency program
manager supporting ARIMD, “After establishing a
working group and researching all our options, we
decided to take a remote approach that leveraged
cutting-edge technology to maximize centralized

Left: Mr. Noah Welter, Army Reserve Administrator,
361st Tactical PSYOP Company, 88th Readiness Division,
installs a remote sensor to collect network data from a
facility-related control system. Right: Mr. Eric McMillan,
Unit Administrative Technician, 361st Tactical PSYOP
Company, 88th Readiness Division, wears a Microsoft
HoloLens 2 headset to receive real-time guidance and
support from PNNL. Photos by Jacob Irwin of PNNL.

A first-person view of the Microsoft HoloLens 2 display during a Microsoft Teams meeting for a remote sensor installation.
Photos by Mr. Jacob Irwin from PNNL

expertise and minimize the impact to USAR personnel
across the nation.”
In place of sending a technician, PNNL
created an affordable kit comprised of passive
sensors and an augmented reality headset that could
be shipped to USAR facility managers. Through the
use of advanced optics and holographic processing,
the headsets enable PNNL personnel to provide live
“over the shoulder” support and display information
as the on-site facility manager installs the sensors,
provides a virtual walk-through of buildings, and
subsequently captures a set of data points for the
inventory.
After the data is remotely collected, the
sensors are uninstalled and sent back to PNNL to be
sanitized and prepped for the next USAR site. The
data, collected with end-to-end security, will serve as
foundational inventory as the USAR enhances the
resilience of critical assets and prevents control
systems infiltration and disruption. “After collecting,
we’re getting much needed enterprise-wide data so
we can more effectively reduce cybersecurity
vulnerabilities,” added COL Cederman, “Security of
collected FRCS data has been a priority throughout
the pilot and PNNL has taken great measures every
step of the way to protect our infrastructure.”
As Army Reserve Center buildings vary by
design, a standardized training program would not
ensure the success of each site’s facility manager

during the execution of the inventory process.
Instead, the augmented reality headsets, typically
used in gaming, enable centralized personnel to
provide real time subject matter expertise and
increases their availability to provide personalized
support. This results in drastically reduced labor
hours, as it provides scalability and efficiency to the
process – ultimately reducing costs.
The USAR and PNNL recently completed
Phase I of the pilot at an Army Reserve Center in
PNNL’s home state of Washington. A more robust test
will be conducted in Phase II of the remote pilot in the
second quarter of fiscal year 2021. Also located in
Washington, the Phase II site will inventory multiple
buildings with more complex control systems.
Throughout the pilot process, the USAR
continues to collaborate with the U.S. Army and the
Army National Guard. “There’s a lot of interest with
this remote approach and we are sharing what we are
learning along the way,” shared COL Cederman,
“We’re using the best of what technology has to offer
while balancing affordability and ensuring security.
Our adaptability and successes are paving the way
and hopefully will provide a shared solution for others
as we shape the USAR of tomorrow.”
Ms. Ashley Bradford provides contract support as the
strategic communicator for the Sustainment and
Resiliency Division, Army Reserve Installation
Management Directorate at the Office of the Chief,
Army Reserve.

After months of providing support to the construction of Tap line
road and the training hundreds of Saudi Engineers on explosive breaching
operations, the soldiers of 2nd squad, 1st platoon A company 37th Engineer
Battalion(C)(A), had finally settled into in our battle positions near Rafha.
Now we enjoyed even longer stints of guard duty watching the steady
stream of bombers flying over in what looked like a highway in the sky with
traffic going both ways. We prepared for the unknown and thought of
those we had left at home.
On the 20th of February, as we continued to load our vehicles and
conduct pre combat checks in preparation for the attack into Iraq, I was
called to the company TOC by our PSG SFC Paul Hooks. He issued me a
warning order to prepare 2nd squad for immediate movement. He told me
to “take everything” you will most likely not be returning to this location,
“we have very little information from battalion”. No operations orders, no
sand tables?

On the 21st of February we received our orders. We were to
depart our position and conduct linkup with elements from Psyops and
the XVIII Airborne Corps deception cell at an assembly area near the
town of Arar, SA. about 250km west of current location. After months
of being surrounded by tens of thousands of coalition forces, we felt
extremely alone as we began the 250km move to Arar. We saw no
friendly forces as we traveled other than an occasional Foreign Legion
patrol.
We arrived at our linkup point about 2 km from the border
crossing point at Arar late on 21st February. There were no Soldiers,
no tanks or other tactical vehicles, just a white pickup driven by a lone
captain. He said we were now part of a deception team conducting
operations to convince Iraqi command that elements of the XVIII
Airborne Corps had occupied attack positions around the border
crossing town of Arar, causing the repositioning/confusion of Republican
Guard forces defending key XVIII Airborne Corps objectives. We were
ordered to construct a full-size Brigade command bunker and 3
Battalion command bunker signatures, just overhead cover and
sandbags, along with trenching and individual fighting positions.
Our squads’ mission was to replicate an engineer company in
support of an armored brigade preparing to attack into Iraq. All
construction materials and a fuel blivet had been pre-positioned and we
were to begin operations that night. We were told to have a plan to
break contact and evacuate back to Rafha if the Iraqis launched
probing attacks, we would be on our own. We worked feverishly that
night and constructed several hasty fighting positions and the shell of
the command bunker, which would be our temporary home while we
completed the remainder of the bunker complex over the next several
nights. We rarely saw other Soldiers our entire time on site and received
even less tactical and situational updates.
As we completed positions signal emitting devices were installed
to replicate the communications signature of a U.S. brigade. Around
the 23rd the CPT came to our bunker and told us to become more
visible in daylight hours and to go into the town of Arar to secure
supplies and use the phones to call home. He told us to travel as a
complete unit with all equipment and be prepared to “haul ass” back
to Rafha with little to no notice.

In the early hours of the 24th we were awakened by the guard saying we
had “friendly’s” moving around in the dark making all sorts of noise. Suddenly
the vibrations and sounds of tanks and helicopters began. As we rushed from
our bunker to investigate, we were shocked to see that we were now in the
middle of an inflatable armor brigade with attack aviation being set up by
what looked to be about 20 soldiers. With all the dust, noise and light
generation it was a very convincing deception. We never saw or interacted
with the soldiers who deployed the inflatables before this morning, they just
appeared. The captain thanked us for our convincing work on the bunker
complex and said we were released back to our unit and that Oh by the way,
coalition forces had begun the ground offensive and that our battalion may
have crossed LD prior to our return.

SGT Vallon, SGT Knight, PFC Leveille, PFC Howes, PVT Dryer, PFC Neuman,
PFC Wofford, SGT Rigsby, PFC Coulson. PFC Eden (not pictured)

With little guidance from the captain and no communications with higher, we
departed Arar late on the 24th with the hopes of rejoining our unit prior to
them crossing LD. We traveled by paved road all the way back to Rafha as fast
as our trucks could go. Upon arrival we discovered that the 37 th Engineer
Battalion, and everyone else, had already vacated their attack position in
preparation to cross LD. We now had to conduct a linkup on the move with our
company as they advanced along Route Texas towards the 1st objective. We had
no communications as the crypto fill for our radios had changed prior to LD. We
joined the long caravan of vehicles headed north, leap frogging and passing friendly
units. After several hours we established visual with trail elements of battalion
and conducted linkup with our company late on the afternoon of the 25th of
February. The Soldiers of 2nd squad, 1st platoon A company 37th Engineer continued
mission conducting route clearance operations and the high order demolition of
several key targets. All paratroopers assigned to 2nd squad received impact
Awards from the commander of the XVIII Airborne Corps for their participation
in the deception operations at Arar. All returned home safely.

1SG (Ret) Sean Rigsby continued to serve as a
Combat Engineer until his retirement in 2005.
Upon retirement 1SG Rigsby continued
supporting the warfighter by providing front
line training of new technologies used in the
war on terror. 1SG. Rigsby is currently a
mission and technical support specialist for
Silicis Technologies, Inc.

CPT Gareth Farrell

The Army expects company commanders to
manage and train hundreds of soldiers, oversee the
use of millions of dollars’ worth of property and make
life and death decisions in combat, but allow them no
platform to recommend changes to their company’s
MTOE.
MTOE, or modified tables of organization
and equipment, is a document listing a unit’s
authorized equipment and personnel. The list is
specific down to quantity and type of equipment, and
further breaks down equipment type into line-item
numbers, or LINs. The MTOE also lists approved
substitute equipment if the Army cannot field a LIN or
it is obsolete.

I served as an executive officer for a sapper
company in an armored brigade combat team’s
brigade engineer battalion and witnessed the
ineffectiveness that persist in portions of its
authorized equipment. This is not to say that the
equipment itself was ineffective, but rather the
combination of certain items or lack of others made
the company less combat effective. Fortunately,
solutions exist within the Army’s current stable of
equipment to most of these issues. Here is one
example I believe a MTOE manager could fix if they
talked with any past or present sapper company
commander from my old unit.

A Bradley Fighting Vehicle rolls out of the maintenance bay. Note the ramp and troop hatch, and tow hitch below them. Photo by CPT
Gareth Farrell.

Every brigade engineer battalion (BEB) in an
armored brigade combat team (ABCT) has three
sapper platoons that rely on four M2A3 Bradley
Fighting Vehicles for mobility and firepower. These
Bradleys are the foundation of each platoon’s
lethality and are essential to sappers supporting
mounted infantry and armor units in a combined
arms breach. However, their lethality is compromised
when a Bradley hauls a 2.5-ton trailer behind it – as
the MTOE for an ABCT’s BEB dictates.
The MTOE authorizes Sapper platoons three
trailers for three of their four Bradleys. Presumably,
MTOE managers for the BEB saw the long list of
equipment a sapper platoon controls and allocated
each platoon three trailers to move demolitions, Class
IV, and various tool kits. Three 2.5-ton trailers can
easily haul that, but these trailers create more
problems than they are worth.
First, no matter what kind of trailer a Bradley
tows, it blocks dismounts from safely exiting the
vehicle unless an operator disconnects the trailer.
This is because the Bradley has a rear, hydraulic ramp
that essentially opens up the entire back of the
Bradley and rests on the ground when open. The
Bradley also has a troop hatch built into the ramp that
soldiers can unlatch and swing open while the ramp
is up. But a hitched trailer blocks both of these exits.
If Bradley dismounts cannot safely exit their vehicle in
combat or an emergency the risk is too high to justify
using the trailers. So, most commanders will not
authorize their use.
Additionally, the most commonly fielded
2.5-ton trailer to a sapper platoon is the M1082,
single-axle trailer designed for an LMTV to haul. The
5-ton, dual axle M1092 trailer is also an authorized inlieu-of, while the old M105 2.5-ton, single axle trailer
is the primary, but obsolete, LIN on the MTOE. Both
the M1082 and M1095 trailers use air brakes and rely
on an external air source, usually from the LMTV
hauling them, to operate. The Bradley has no such air

system, rendering the trailer brakes useless. Yet
another safety risk commanders should not accept.
Assuming the average ABCT BEB only has the
M1082 trailers in their sapper platoons and the Army
paid $35,000 for each, each BEB has about $315,000
worth of trailers in their motor pool serving no
purpose and never seeing use. Meanwhile, sapper
platoons have no way to carry equipment without
sacrificing the safety of their Bradley dismounts.
Fortunately, the solution lies in a vehicle
already pervasive to the BEB, the LMTV. The MTOE
already authorizes each sapper company one
M1078A1P2 LMTV for supply personnel in the
company headquarters. Issuing one LMTV to each
sapper platoon would provide ample cargo space to
carry equipment, eliminate potential risk for a
commander to assume, and cut down on unused
equipment in the motor pool. The downside, for the
Army, is that each M1078A1P2 LMTV costs about
$185,000 and three cost $555,000, so fielding three
LMTVs in lieu of nine trailers would cost the Army
$240,000 more.
If the additional cost prohibits the Army
from solving the issue, the LMTV should simply
replace the two-door JLTV or M1152 HMMWV the
MTOE authorizes for each platoon – typically meant
for the platoon sergeant. The LMTV is as capable, if
not more so, than either vehicle. Undoubtedly,
dozens of similar equipment discrepancies exist
throughout the Army, but I believe MTOE managers
working with Company Commanders could fix them.
In many cases, like that of the Bradley and a trailer,
fielding equipment already available in the Army’s
inventory would immediately fix the problem.
CPT Gareth Farrell is currently a captain in the Engineer
Captain’s Career Course at Fort Leonard Wood, MO. He
served as a sapper company XO in that unit for 18 months,
and as its S4 for nine months.

Left: A Bradley Fighting Vehicle tows a M1092 trailer to validate the capability. This vehicle never left the motor pool with the trailer attached due to the
precarious angle the trailer sat at. Photo by CPT Gregory Mathieson. Right: A M1082 trailer. Photo from FMSWeb. All model names and equipment prices
were referenced from the latest approved MTOE for UIC WAZ8AA on FMSWeb, as of 2/19/21. WAZ8AA is the UIC for 2d EN BN, 3d ABCT in Fort Bliss, TX.

Conducting a Virtual Memorial Service
U.S. Southern Command’s Solution to a Sensitive Spiritual Challenge
By COL David Noble

Given 72 hours advance notice and
operating under a telework-induced pandemic
environment using untested platforms, the team
would host the Combatant Command’s first live (via
virtual streaming) memorial service.
The passing of a member of U.S. Southern
Command’s (USSOUTHCOM) lead Operational Energy
planner came as a shock to the entire staff. Mr. Scott
Sullivan was a valued member of the SOUTHCOM
Engineer staff and had served with distinction for
many years. The daily accountability during a
telework-intensive period during the 2020 COVID-19
pandemic discovered that the command had lost one
of their own. That was on a weekday. Over the
weekend announcements were made, family arrived
into the greater Miami metropolis to care for the
estate, and a new work week began. The following
Monday command discussed how best to honor Mr.
Sullivan.
On Tuesday, the order was given to conduct
a memorial service, with the Engineer staff taking the
lead to design, coordinate, and conduct the event by
week’s end. The number of variables, compounded
through a limited timeframe to complete, were

staggering. However, the team held one constant
throughout- the command would take care of its own
and provide no resistance to support.
By Wednesday, the Engineer staff had
established critical preparatory tasks, augmented
with Chaplain support, Public Affairs (PA) technical
expertise,
and
Knowledge
Management
programming prioritization. The decision had been
made to deliver a live event, although the decision for
streaming platform was difficult. While existing
platforms to include Skype and MS Teams were
available, the inclusion of Mr. Sullivan’s friends and
family was paramount. Since most of the family were
civilian and had no access to military platforms,
ZOOM was selected as the streaming medium. The
ZOOM link was forwarded to the USSOUTHCOM staff,
friends, and family through Email as well as presented
on the NIPR portal bulletin boards. The
announcements compounded as everyone spread
the word, ensuring a wide attendance to pay
respects.
CPT Curtis Price, the SOUTHCOM Command
chaplain, provided memorial service sequence
guidance that shaped the proposed virtual sequence

across four distinct distributed locations. The
Moderator, positioned along with the Chaplain within
the PA Broadcast Studio, would control the service.
The Combatant Commander would deliver
his remarks from the command suite. A retired friend
of the family would deliver remarks from his
hometown. Finally, a ZOOM coordinator would
control microphone and video discipline, as well as
bookend music and graphics, from a fourth location.
Ensuring that “hot mics” did not disrupt the final
presentation was key to maintain a respectable
discipline during the service.
The team entered Thursday with all
sequence ownership orchestrated, ready to conduct
technical rehearsals. The PA studio was functioning
without equipment for a high quality live stream and
the new tech for such a broadcast was on backorder,
not due to arrive until winter. Regardless, the team
adapted and utilized video, audio, and a clean
backdrop to create the right ambiance for the
Chaplain and Moderator. The PA studio allowed for a
central location to control the sequencing. The
Commander’s area, as well as the family friend, all
connected seamlessly during the rehearsal. The team
spent an hour rehearsing the specific movements,
transitions between distribution stations, music,
graphics, and audio/video tests for an hour before the
group was comfortable with the Friday service.
When Friday arrived, a confident team
initiated the ZOOM telecast twenty minutes prior to
the service with a photographic montage highlighting
Mr. Sullivan’s life, accompanied with music. At 1130
the PA studio went live, with the moderator

introducing the Chaplain for an invocation. The
commander provided eloquent remarks, and a
biblical verse was recited. The family friend told
heartfelt stories, and the Chaplain concluded with a
benediction. The bookend graphics concluded the
ceremony with information where to contribute to
the Sullivan family. This portion of the ZOOM
broadcast remained live for an additional hour as
people elected to share stories in the chat boxes.
ZOOM also allowed the broadcast to be recorded, and
a post-service DVD was created to provide to
Sullivan’s next of kin.
While the ceremony was successful in
conveying our concern and support for the immediate
family, and for the greater USSOUTHCOM family,
there were some lessons learned that others, who
may emulate this method, may find beneficial to
consider. First, the ZOOM platform selected capped
at 100 participants. Planners should select ZOOM, or
other streaming platforms, that allow for more
participants. Secondly, ensure adequate initial
guidance is received and understood clearly. All of the
above planning described originally included a
live/virtual component, which would have had
adverse effects on the conduct of the event. Scoping
the event into what form of live, or virtual, or prerecorded event, will help prioritize necessary
components and reduce unnecessary fillers. Finally,
while services are conducted in a general scheme of
events, no two services are alike. An early decision on
what elements will be included within the service will
reduce last-minute changes that require inordinate
planning and resourcing. The simplest solution may
be the best manner to accomplish the service.
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COL David Noble is the USSOUTHCOM Command Engineer. His department oversees Engineer policy, planning, operations, exercises, environmental
compliance, and operational energy. He holds Master’s degrees from the U.S. Army War College and the University of Phoenix. He has published articles in
the Army Engineer Bulletin, Army Engineer Magazine, and Air Force Civil Engineer Magazine. Opinions expressed by the author or persons cited by the author
do not necessarily reflect the views of the DOD, U.S. Southern Command, or other command personnel.

Tulsa District
Conducts Prescribed
Fire Training
Article and Photos and By Preston Chasteen

Tulsa District Biologist Mr. Jason Person uses a drip torch to set fire
during a prescribed burn course.

The Fort Gibson Project office hosted a training class March 1-5, in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for conducting prescribed fire on
government lands. The class was taught by fire ecologist Mr. John Weir
of the Department of Natural Resource Ecology and Management at
Oklahoma State University with assistance from USACE Biologists Mr.
Stacy Dunkin and Mr. Jason Person. The five-day training session
included instruction in safety, fire, laws, smoke management, field
preparation, planning, fire effects, fire behavior, ignition devices, ignition
techniques, execution of fire plans, fire weather, fire and
wildland/interface, fire ecology and effects on wildlife, as well as a final
written test. In addition to class-room instruction the class received field
training on the proper use of fire equipment including hand tools and
sprayer pumps. “The most beneficial aspect of the training was the handson application of techniques and training,” continued Mr. Dunkin, “Allowing
participants to conduct prescribed fire in conjunction with classroom
instruction reinforced the ideas and techniques to improve the learning
experience.” As part of the training the class conducted eight prescribed
burns over three days, burning a total of 1,485 acres of USACE and
Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation managed lands. Mr.
Dunkin explained that “This training was effective in teaching participants
in the safe and proper application of prescribed fire to meet land
management goals. I will definitely recommend that this class be repeated
annually district wide and future classes could serve as a refresher for
previous attendees and initial training for newly hired employees.” In
addition to fulfilling regulation requirements participants were exposed the
ecological benefits of land management using prescribed fire. Fifteen
USACE park rangers and maintenance staff from seven USACE Civil
works Projects attended the training.

Tulsa District Natural Resource Specialists survey a burned area
following a prescribed burn.

Natural Resource Specialist Mr. Bridger Montgomery from the
Eufaula Lake Office uses a drip torch during prescribed burn
training.

Mr. Preston Chasteen is the Deputy Chief of
Public Affairs at U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Tulsa District.

By CPT Andrew Prouty

Army Doctrine is the guideline for how we
fight and in the Engineer’s case, how we support the
fight. One of the core tenets of being an engineer
officer is the ability to adapt when the situation is not
perfect or spelled out in doctrine. What do you do
when the environment fails to support doctrinal
requirements? You must be flexible and achieve the
intent. I learned this lesson while stationed in Fort
Stewart, GA. 3rd Infantry Division has a sprawling
training area in southeast Georgia that provides
unique challenges. One such challenge is very highwater table.
According to data obtained in 1990 by the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources, the water
table in Liberty County, where Fort Stewart is located,
ranges from 20 ft to 30 ft below the surface. When
you take into account the constant heavy machinery
out in the training areas and the engineers digging up
the ground and trying to put it back, you get a top
layer of soil that has shifted and may have the water
table closer than 20 ft. I encountered this personally
many times. I took my Soldiers out to dig in a training
area and we get seven or eight feet down and hit
water and slowly start filling in our anti-vehicle ditch
or vehicle fighting position. In one major training
event I had to figure out a way to achieve the
doctrinal intent of a turret defilade position and hide
position. What I decided to do was have my Soldiers
dig down to just above the water table, it was around
8 feet in the training area for that event. Eight feet
fails to meet the doctrinal standards and intent of a
fighting position, so I directed that they dig up a
CPT Andrew Prouty is currently a student in the
Geological Engineering Master program through the
cooperative degree program between Missouri
University of Science and Technology and the Fort
Leonard Wood Engineer Captains Career Course. When
CPT Prouty will transition to a full-time student for the
spring semester to finish my Master’s degree finished my
Captains Career Course in December.

platform in front of the position they were digging
followed by a small berm in front of that. In short, I
had them create an artificial fighting position,
partially above ground level. Below is a general
picture of how a doctrinal turret defilade and hide
position look and how that compared to what we
constructed.
Now this does not achieve the element of
surprises when our on the battlefield by itself unless
paired with a berm or other defensive obstacles, but
it achieves the protective intent of a defilade and hide
position. When engineers go out to support combat
arms troops, constructing fighting positions that
allow them to maintain their combat power is
imperative.
This concept is important as the military and
engineers specifically prepare for the next war.
According to a UN environmental study of Eastern
Europe, there are multiple aquifers located in and
around Russia and the former USSR with depths to
the water table of less than 10m. Going to fight in
western or southern Russia would present the same
types of problems I experienced in Georgia, difficulty
digging adequate fighting positions before they begin
filling with water. While this is not the only way to
combat this problem, it was the way I found to work
in my experiences and the more important point is
that flexibility and creativity at the junior officer level
are paramount to success.

A

s a young, commissioned officer there is
always something to learn or even discover
in the Army. The “12 Series” which is known
as the MOS for the Corps of Engineers, is one of the
most diverse MOSs there is. As an Engineer officer we
have the MOS of 12A. First, we go through the sixmonth Basic Officer Leader’s Course, where we are
initially introduced to and tested on the Army and its
doctrine. Later, we are introduced to the Engineer
Corps and its diverseness. There are so many areas of
expertise from vertical, horizontal, bridging,
demolitions prime power, surveying and many more.
As an officer we must be introduced to them all
because we could find ourselves leading a platoon in
any Engineer unit. These four years are where the
young company grade officer is groomed in their
specific unit(s) whether it be in an Armored Brigade
Combat Team (ABCT), Brigade Combat Team (BCT),
Echelons Above Brigade (EAB), Stryker Brigade
Combat Team (SBCT), Infantry Brigade Combat Team
(IBCT) or Brigade Engineer Battalion (BEB).
After four years the lieutenant promotes to
the rank of captain and then attend the six-month
Engineer Captain’s Career Course. This course
prepares the new senior company grade officers to
put their experiences together and plan at the
battalion and company levels. Additionally, this
course teaches young captains the operations and

capabilities of all the companies in the various units.
Ultimately officers must learn the capabilities off all
types of engineer units because again we may find
ourselves commanding a company with a completely
different makeup that the unit of our first four years
of service.
It is always good to seek knowledge and do
your research to understand the positions that you
are facing next. After, promoting to the rank of
captain and completing the career course, I find
myself astonished at how different the path to
company command is for commissioned officers and
senior noncommissioned officers. I would like to
discuss about how thought-provoking I find it that the
enlisted engineer MOSs compile themselves. I find it
astonishing in how they must adapt so quickly. In the
Corps of Engineers, there are 17 enlisted engineer
MOSs. At the rank of MSG there are only four MOSs
and at the rank of SGM there are also only two MOSs.
The Army Career Tracker provides the breakdown of
enlisted engineer MOSs. Below is the breakdown
from the ranks PVT to SGM.
As officers we get an overview of all areas in
the Army engineer realm in order to have a basic
understanding of what all the enlisted engineer MOSs
are capable of and what resources they can offer prior
to arrival at the unit. As a MSG, this noncommissioned

12A - Engineer Senior Sergeant (SGM/CSM)
12B - Combat Engineer (PVT-SFC) Transition to 12Z at MSG
12C - Bridge Crewmember (PVT-SFC) Transition to 12Z at MSG
12D - Diver (PVT-MSG) Transition to 12A at SGM
12G - Quarry Specialist (Reserve Only) (PVT-SSG) Transition to 12N at SFC
12H - Construction Engineering Supervisor (SSG-SFC) Transition to 12X at MSG
12K - Plummer (PVT-SGT) Transition to 12H at SSG
12M - Firefighter (PVT-SFC) Transition to 12X at MSG
12N - Horizontal Construction Engineer (PVT-SFC) Transition to 12X at MSG
12P - Prime Power Production Specialist (Non-Accessions) (SGT-SFC) Transition to 12X at MSG
12Q - Power Line Distribution Specialist (Reserve Only) (PVT-SFC) Transition to 12X at MSG
12R - Interior Electrician (PVT-SGT) Transition to 12H at SSG
12T - Technical Engineer (PVT-SFC) Transition to 12X at MSG
12W - Carpentry and Masonry Specialist (PVT-SGT) Transition to 12H at SSG
12X - General Engineer Supervisor (MSG/1SG) Transition to 12A at SGM
12Y- Geospatial Engineer (PVT-SGM)
12Z - Combat Engineer Senior Sergeant (MSG/1SG) Transition to 12A at SGM

officer has worked for years doing only that specialty
in which his or her MOS consists of. For example, a
12N, which is a horizontal construction engineer, will
work for years from the rank of PVT to the rank of SFC,
operating heavy equipment and supervising junior
enlisted service members as they provide counter
mobility, mobility, and survivability support to the
unit mission. Once that SFC promotes to MSG their
MOS changes to 12X, which is a general engineer
supervisor. The 1SG is then the senior sergeant in the
company. Another example is the 12M, which is a
firefighter. This Soldier works as a firefighter for years
until the rank of SFC, providing fire support and
rescue operations. Then just as the 12N they promote
to MSG and their MOS changes to 12X. I find it
exceptionally interesting how the senior enlisted
engineers have so little experience in the capabilities
of the MOSs throughout their company. The senior
company grade officer has a six-month preparation
for how to lead the unit, as well as being provided the
opportunity to understand the capabilities and
equipment that the unit has. The senior sergeants do
not get that convenience.
It is so relevant that both parties are able to
fully understand the capabilities and equipment in all
the different types of engineer units as well as
learning to plan accordingly. Some companies are
extremely diverse and have construction as well as
combat platoons, such as the alpha company in an
BEB that may be in an armored brigade combat team.
The 1SG will have either only worked with the
construction unit or he/she will have only worked
with the combat units. The Master Leader’s Course is
only a two-week program of instruction, which is not
even one fourth of the preparation that
commissioned officers are granted.

Additionally, it is not MOS specific and only
prepares the MSG for staff work which also does not
prepare the individuals for being a company first
sergeant. The Commander/First Sergeant Course is
another two-week block of instruction; however, this
course only prepares the two leaders for
administrative work as well as the resources that are
available to the Soldiers that they will lead. Providing
a lengthier course that will allow the senior engineer
sergeants the opportunity of a deeper dive into the
Engineer Corps would be just as beneficial to them as
the it is for officers. The company first sergeant is the
senior enlisted advisor to the company commander
providing their knowledge and experience. By
allowing the senior enlisted to have a basic overview
of the different capabilities that the other 12 series
MOSs provide could help him/her better advise the
young captain, as well as provide more detailed plans
for support.
Knowledge is power. The more a command
team can relate and build off their basic
understanding, it is like oiling a machine. What’s
better than a well-oiled machine? As the coordination
of the top two leaders in a company continues to
grow, so will the success of their unit. The compiling
of the enlisted engineer MOSs is a great factor,
however, the opportunity at getting better chances of
achievement is not as great due to the lack of
knowledge about the Corps. Engineer capabilities are
not distributed equally amongst us, and senior
enlisted engineers should be granted that knowledge
base too. It is very often that most of the outside
MOSs do not know how to incorporate their attached
engineer assets, but if we as engineers also do not
know how to tell them our capabilities, then we are
at fault just much as they are.

CPT Takeya McHaney is currently stationed at Fort Hood,
TX as the Bravo Company Executive Officer (Advisor) in the
B Company, 5th Battalion, 3rd SFAB. CPT McHaney is
currently pursuing a Master of Science Degree in
Geological Engineering at Missouri University of Science
and Technology and is projected to transfer on post to
take command next summer.

A U.S. Marine Corps CH53, Sikorsky Sea Stallion heavy-lift transport helicopter, lifts five-ton Jersey barriers into the Guajataca Dam, in
Guajataca, Puerto Rico. USACE is assisting the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority in efforts to reduce the risk from Guajataca Dam to
downstream communities by performing structural assessments, and planning and coordinating aircraft, equipment, and materials to
temporarily shore up the damaged spillway. This emergency effort will be followed by a temporary and finally permanent fix in the future.
Photo by Ms. Brigida Sanchez.

Natural disasters like floods and hurricanes
can severely damage homes, businesses and
infrastructure. Those who suffer damages in natural
disasters can apply to FEMA for financial assistance.
When this happens, a cost estimate is needed to
determine how much money it would take to either
repair or replace the structure in question. There is
a process to arriving at a suitable cost estimate. When
applicants come to FEMA they may draw up an
estimate of how much they think it would cost to
repair or replace their building. FEMA inspectors will
also visit the site to look around and draw up
estimates. However, if an estimate for repairing a
structure is over $5 million, or if FEMA and the
applicant cannot come to an agreement and request
an independent review, they turn to the cost
engineers at the Walla Walla District Corps of
Engineers.
The Walla Walla District Corps of Engineers
Cost Engineering Office is a Cost Center of Expertise,
or a Mandatory Center of Expertise (MCX). This means
that they work on projects from all over the nation
and provide cost analysis and recommendations for
various federal agencies. When it comes to working
with FEMA, the Corps performs verification of cost
estimates for buildings under the Public Assistance
program. When FEMA gives the Walla Walla District
claims to review, cost engineers evaluate the different
costs and factors that would go into repairing or
replacing the structure in question. For instance, if a
building needs completely rebuilt, it is required to
meet new building codes, including those that had
not existed when it was first constructed. This could
affect the cost of construction. The cost of building
materials is also an important thing that must be
included in the estimate. “We’re checking to make
sure that what is estimated or claimed is fair and
reasonable,” Mr. Alexzander Newcomb, cost engineer
for the Walla Walla District, shared.
One of the rules in reviewing cost estimates is
known as the 50 percent rule. This is the rule that
determines whether it is more realistic to repair a
building or to replace it entirely. If the estimated total
cost for repairing the building is greater than 50
percent of the estimated total cost for replacing the
building,
then
the
Corps
can
make
the
recommendation to FEMA to fund the replacement of
the building. The final decision, of course, comes from
FEMA. The Corps compiles a comprehensive report for
each claim and sends it to FEMA, who then uses the
report to reach an agreement with the applicant on
how to move forward.

The Walla Walla District was not just given
the distinction of being an MCX. Before developing a
close working relationship with FEMA, the district was
performing reviews for the Department of Energy and
the Bureau of Reclamation. Over the years, the
district developed a reputation for having a great cost
engineering team and maintaining a high working
standard. Now, the district applies that high standard
to work sent from FEMA, working on creating
comprehensive cost estimates for construction
projects all over the nation, including continued
projects to rebuild infrastructure in Puerto Rico after
Hurricane Maria in 2017. Recently this included one
review for a construction project totaling $13 billion.
“You don’t get bored, because you’re always doing
something different,” Mr. Ricardo Guzman, cost
engineer for the Walla Walla District, explained.
Another notable achievement of the Walla
Walla District Cost Engineering Office is the
development of a national equipment cost pamphlet.
This pamphlet contains a large table of pre-calculated
rates for over 1,500 machines from Caterpillar,
Komatsu, John Deere and other companies. These
rates are used when calculating cost estimates, either
for Corps of Engineers contracts or for other

government agencies, including FEMA. This
information has saved the government substantial
amounts of money by limiting equipment pricing to
pre-determined fair and reasonable levels. The
pamphlet is published biennially and has been used
by the USACE since at least 1955.
NWW Cost MCX Support to FEMA
This is designated for the communication
between USACE, FEMA and project sponsors. USACE
Walla Walla National Mandatory Center of Expertise
will manage the independent validation of certified
cost estimates submitted by FEMA public assistance
applicants.
USACE will engage appropriate
engineering expertise to evaluate project cost
estimates prepared by FEMA Public Assistance
applicants. Work can be accomplished virtually, but
when necessary, USACE experts will have the option
of performing field visits to damaged facilities to
assist with the cost estimation effort. To the extent
possible, USACE will engage cost engineering experts
in the vicinity of the disaster area that are familiar.
Validate the unliquidated MA balance at least
annually as stipulated by FEMA to maintain
reimbursable authority.

Ms. Hannah Mitchell is a Public Affairs Specialist
for the Walla Walla District, USACE.

An aerial shot of Puerto Rico on Oct. 5, 2017 showing parts of the island’s devastated agriculture and livestock industry, making Hurricane Maria one
of the costliest storms to hit the island. Photo by Ms. Brigida Sanchez.

Basics
✓ We are an MCX
✓ FEMA comes to us for independent
review (multiple ways, money in excess
of $5 million or if there is a request for an
independent reviewer)
✓ FEMA and applicant have their estimates.
They do site visits and calculate
estimated costs for replace repairs
✓ Corps takes that info. Calculates more
detailed estimate. Puts together report
showing changes and the costs
associated
✓ Corps gives final report to FEMA, which
FEMA uses to come to an agreement
with the applicant
✓ Agreement: FEMA will pay X amount for
applicant to make repairs/ replacement
to their structure
✓ Most common time: natural disaster is
when FEMA funds get activated, so
buildings and infrastructure get damaged
and need fixing.

Photo left: A contractor for the USACE in Puerto Rico works on the first install of a first Blue Roof on the Multy Medical Facilities in San Juan
on 11/6/17. Having the roof protected will allow the hospital to open up additional patient beds and rooms that were previously unavailable
because of the damaged roof. Photo below: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Structural Engineers, Ariel A. Marrero Irizarry and Christopher R.
Bamberg, assess a school in Carolina, Puerto Rico on October 20, 2017. The Corps along with their counterparts have assessed more than
250 schools between San Juan and Mayaguez. FEMA, the Army Corps of Engineers, the Puerto Rican Department of Education, the University
of Mayaguez, and a local Contractor work together in assessing over 1,032 school on the Island. Photos by Ms. Brigida Sanchez.

District Constructing New
Laboratory for Food and
Drug Administration, Moves
Whole Body Counter to New
Location

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New
England District (USACE) is currently building the
new Winchester Engineering and Analytical
Center (WEAC) for the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).
The WEAC is a multi-disciplinary, fullservice specialty laboratory with capabilities in
the areas of medical device/radiation-emitting
products, radionuclides, and microbiology
analyses. The existing facility was constructed in
1952 on 5.9 acres of land in Winchester,
Massachusetts. The existing facility does not
meet current program requirements or FDA’s
updated laboratory and office standards. USACE
awarded a $54 million Design-Build construction
contract to the Whiting-Turner Contracting
Company in July 2018. Construction began in
September 2019. Since that time, significant
milestones were achieved along the way. A
‘topping out’ event took place in March 2020
where the last steel beam was signed by the
project team and raised to the highest point of
the building.
Recently, the slab on grade was placed
in mid-October and the building was made watertight at the end of October. To round out the
milestones for the project in 2020, the Whole
Body Counter (WBC) was moved to the new WEAC
building on Nov. 19.

Among WEAC’s unique competencies is
testing for radionuclides. WEAC has lead
responsibility for radionuclide analysis of food
samples collected in response
to emergencies related to actual incidents or
threatened acts resulting in contamination of the
food supply. Maintaining this capability includes
a safety program to screen personnel and the
public for radioactive contamination.
The existing WBC is a device that
measures radioactivity within the human body.
The advantages of whole-body counting are that
it measures body contents directly and does not
rely on indirect biological testing methods. It is a
unique instrument that provides an invaluable
service to radiation workers and public health.
The WBC at the existing WEAC is a specially
constructed room made of approximately 6.5inch-thick steel on all sides.
The chamber weighs approximately
124,000 pounds. It uses heavy steel shielding to
keep out naturally existing background radiation.
WBC also requires that the shielding itself not
contribute any additional counts that could be
misinterpreted as contamination within the body.
Because air is passed through iron to make steel,
any radioactive particles in the air post the
atomic age will become part of the steel. This
makes all modern-day steel slightly radioactive.

Ms. Jennifer Flanagan is a Project Director for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England District.

The existing WBC is constructed of preWorld War II era steel plates with properties that
cannot be replicated with current steel materials.
Therefore, the room could not be new
construction and had to be relocated from the
existing building.
The planning for the WBC move began
almost six months ago with initial coordination
with the FDA and consultation with riggers. The
initial assessment indicated that the WBC needed
to be transported as a single unit, and that no new
steel be bolted or welded to the structure for
lifting as that could introduce new steel into the
structure. The existing office around the WBC was
selectively demolished in early August to allow for
further assessment of the existing steel
structure. The existing concrete framed crawl
space beneath the structure allowed for the
placement of jacks to lift up the WBC. Straps were
wrapped around the WBC and attached to a crane
to lift and move the WBC to the new building
opening.
Once the WBC was at the opening, it was
lowered onto rollers and then winched inside the
building with steel cables attached to straps. It
was then carefully adjusted into the space within
¼ inch tolerance. Now that the WBC is
transported to the new building, a new
anteroom/office will be provided as part of the
space for instrumentation and controls.
The new WEAC building is planned for
completion in September 2021.

By JoAnne Castagna, Ed.D.
The US Army Corps of Engineers, New York
District, continues to demonstrate its unique
engineering and construction capabilities in providing
tangible, real-world solutions for some of the Nation’s
toughest challenges. The latest example involves the
Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Over the years, the lab has been on a mission
to remove old buildings on its property that contain
legacy radioactive material that was a result of past
work. Many have been removed or decommissioned
so far, but one high-profile structure has remained –
a tall smokestack. Now it is being safely removed by
the New York District, using the latest in demolition
technologies.
COL Matthew Luzzatto, Commander of the
New York District explained, “This project is another
example of the exceptional work New York District
does on a daily basis. I couldn’t be prouder of our
team because they are addressing unique challenges,
working closely and transparently with contractors
and our partners at the Department of Energy, and
ensuring safe and effective execution of the work.”
To perform this work, the Army Corps is
partnering with Contractor, Olgoonik-FPM Joint
Venture and its sub-contractor, ICC Commonwealth,
and the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of
Environmental Management, which is responsible for
the environmental remediation of the High Flux Beam
Reactor (HFBR) Stack at Brookhaven National Lab.
The lab is in the Town of Brookhaven on
eastern Long Island, N. Y., 60 miles east of New York
City. Since 1947, this multipurpose research
institution - known for its seven Nobel Prize-winning
discoveries – has performed pioneering research in
physical, biological, and environmental sciences, as
well as in energy technologies, computation, and
national security.
The Lab’s 5,300-acres of property sits on the
former site of the U.S. Army’s Camp Upton. Near the
center of the site - standing like a beacon - is a 320foot tall, red-and-white concrete stack. The stack
marks where the 13-acre High Flux Beam Reactor
(HFBR) Complex sits that was used for research
purposes up until 1996.
The complex includes two research reactors
- the HFBR and the Brookhaven Graphite Research
Reactor (BGRR). The BGRR was decommissioned and
dismantled over a decade ago; the HFBR has been
similarly dismantled except for the reactor vessel,
which will be removed in the future.
These reactors performed outstanding work
in their day. The HFBR is known for many
accomplishments including being a dependable

source of neutrons – the sub-atomic probes crucial to
a wide array of scientific research programs. It is also
known for discovering new uses for radioactive
isotopes for treating cancer, cardiovascular disease,
arthritis, and other medical conditions.
The BGRR had its share of achievements
including being the world’s first reactor built solely to
perform scientific research on peaceful uses of the
atom after World War II. Exhaust air from these
reactors was transported by lines and ducts through
filters to the stack. The stack stands 320-feet tall and
has a tapered cone shape; its interior base diameter
is almost 27 feet and the interior top diameter is
almost 19 feet. The stack was used to discharge
cooling air from the BGRR and later to ventilate
equipment and rooms in the HFBR and other support
buildings on the complex. This exhaust included
radioactive material.
This hazardous material contaminated the
interior of the stack, up to three-fourths of an inch in
depth. In addition, the red-and-white paint on the
stack’s exterior contained asbestos and lead.
Removal of the stack is one of the last remaining
actions related to the cleanup plan for the complex.
USACE offered the Lab and DOE a safe and efficient
alternative solution to do this, using the latest
demolition technology.
First, the contractors removed the
contaminated paint. A hydro-blasting technique was
applied that uses high pressure water to remove the
paint from the concrete. The paint is then vacuumed
up at the point of removal from the stack’s surface
and contained in a closed system. This procedure
minimized the release of any hazardous material and
eliminated the need for workers to directly handle
the contaminated waste.
Next, the contractors began dismantling the
stack using what is called the MANTIS Demolition
System that is an unmanned -remotely operated hydraulic machine used to dismantle large chimneys.
“With this system, the equipment actually sits on top
of the stack and walks its way down as it chips away.
Each piece of concrete is broken out, the rebar
supports are cut, and it all falls inside the stack for
removal. By the stack collecting its own waste, it
keeps workers and the surrounding area protected
from hazardous material,” stated Mr. Matthew
Creamer, project manager, New York District. “The
system also produces limited vibration, which
protects nearby lab equipment from being damaged.”
Additional safety measures are in place to
protect workers and the surrounding environment.
Water sprayers were installed on the MANTIS

Photo left: COL Matthew Luzzatto, Commander, New York District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Center) reviewing the district’s
dismantling of the stack at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Photo by Dr. JoAnne Castagna.

Above: This is an example of what the MANTIS Demolition System looks like at work (not taken at this project). The MANTIS Demolition System being placed on
top of the stack at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Photos courtesy of USACE.

equipment and at the bottom of the stack
to suppress dust from the concrete. In
addition, air monitoring samples are being
continually taken to make sure there are no
contaminates in the work area, and silt
fencing was set up around the work area to
prevent any contaminated water from
running off the site.
All contaminated soil, debris and
material is being removed and transported
to approved off-site waste disposal sites.
When the project is completed, a final
survey of the site will be performed, and
the land will be graded with clean soil. The
project is expected to be completed this
summer. “Removing this stack is a
significant milestone for Brookhaven
National Lab’s overarching environmental
restoration program that supports the
health and wellbeing of our community and
environment,” added Mr. Peter Genzer,
manager, Media & Communications Office,
Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Brookhaven National Laboratory’s
army of research scientists are hard at work
performing research on a wide range of
disciplines. The Army Corps is making sure
that where they do this critical work for the
Nation is safe.
Dr. JoAnne Castagna is a Public Affairs Specialist and Writer
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District.
She can be reached at joanne.castagna@usace.army.mil .

https://armyengineer.com/store/
573-329-3203

Special Thanks to Our
Memorial Wall Donors

Dr. JoAnne Castagna is a Public Affairs
Specialist and Writer for the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, New York District. She can be
reached at joanne.castagna@usace.army.mil.
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